WORKSHOP SUMMARY
TO:

Lisamarie Carrubba, Marlon Hibbert, Glenis Padilla (NOAA), JP Oriol, Dave Rosa,
and Jonathan Small (DPNR); Barry Devine, Doug White, Gary Ray, and Bill
Willigerod (IGBA)

FROM:

Anne Kitchell (HW)

DATE:

July 30, 2013

RE:

Summary of USVI Green Construction Training, St John

This memorandum provides a brief summary of the July 16, 2013 USVI Green Construction
Training at the UVI St. John Academic Center in Cruz Bay. The purpose of the clinic was to: 1)
kickoff a series of workshops on green design and construction in the USVI sponsored by NOAA
and DPNR; 2) increase exposure and build membership for the Island Green Building
Association (IGBA); and 3) distribute DVDs with newly compiled training materials related to
building green in the USVI. The training on St. John is to be followed by trainings on St. Croix
and St. Thomas over the next year targeting designers, implementers, agencies, and
homeowners.
The one-day training on St. John involved classroom sessions by local architect Doug White and
native plant specialist Gary Ray, with a facilitated discussion (Figure 1). Lisamarie Carrubba and
Bill Willigerod introduced the training and provided background on the IGBA. A field trip to
three residential sites (one completed, one partially completed, and one just recently cleared)
was led by Dave Rosa, Tim Coyle, and Doug White in the afternoon. Thirty-seven people were
in attendance, which includes ten workshop organizers from NOAA, DPNR, IGBA, and Horsley
Witten. Participants included agency representatives from Building and Permits and the VI
Energy Office; private sector designers, landscapers, builders, and realtors/assessors; as well as
community groups.
Figure 1. Classroom portion of training at UVI St. John Academic Center

Each participant was provided a workshop folder with an agenda, participants list, evaluation
form, session handouts, IGBA flyer, and a DVD (with instructions) of NOAA’s Green
Construction training materials. Attachment A includes a digital copy of the workshop packet
materials, excluding the DVD. The DVD materials include modules (slideshows), videos, and
field guides that are also available for download from the IGBA website at
www.igbavi.org/green/?page_id=897 and www.igbavi.org/green/?page_id=51. Attendees
were asked to sign a liability waiver for participation in the field trip that included a video
release statement. Attachment B includes results of the workshop evaluation, a copy of the
sign in sheet, and a final contact list.
At the end of the training, remaining participants were given a certificate from IGBA to claim
one of four incentive awards ranging from a value of $100-$250. Table 1 summarizes the
numbers of incentives claimed to date. According to IGBA, this represents 19 new
memberships.
Table 1. Summary of Incentives Claimed
Incentive

1-yr professional IGBA membership
2-yr green leaf/ family IGBA membership
Residential Tropical Green Certification
Voucher
2 hours of consultation services

$250

Number Claimed
to date
11

Total Incentive
Value
$2,750

$100

11

$1,100

$250

1

$250

$250

4

$1,000

27

$4,100

Value

Classroom Discussion
During the classroom session, Doug discussed the key elements of the Green Certification
Design Program, using the program checklist booklet as a session handout. Doug introduced
the 8 key checklist elements below, briefly discussing the rationale of major items under each:
1. Site planning and design
2. Building Structure
3. Water Management
4. Energy Conservation and Management
5. Waste Minimization and Recycling
6. Light pollution
7. Visual impacts
8. Landscaping, Green Belts, and Native/Natural Vegetation
Gary focused on the last check list item related to landscaping and vegetation. His emphasis
was on protecting and replicating native landscapes, species selection, and the future of
commercially available plant stock.
A group discussion was facilitated on how to advance green design techniques in the USVI
during these sessions are summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2. Summary of Discussion Topics
Topic
Comments
 Alexis, DBP – question about photovoltaic, he explained information needs for permit
How does agency
applications, now promoting use of alternate energy; can’t obstruct ghuts or divert
permitting
flows, can come to DBP for orientation regarding water extraction for irrigation (based
hinder or
on question from Turnbull about person who was given notice of violation for doing
promote green
work in a ghut)
building?
 Alexis – ICC requirement for electrical compliance October 1, will require motion sensors
in residential and commercial or retrofitting if project needs a permit
 Joseph Daniel, VI Energy Office – promotes use of green building in terms of alternate
energy; have had incentives such as one for solar water heater or rebate program with
What incentives
federal funds for solar panels or loan for water heater, have also done rebates for
are available?
energy efficient appliances (and encourage people to get rid of the old appliance as well
because before when they did this type of thing they found that people kept both)
 Rick – knows there are challenges with enforcement, get a lot of bashing of DPNR but a
lot of times it’s by people who are doing something they’re not supposed to.
 Alexis and Ellerton - DBP’s responsibility is to protect environment and citizens from
Can improved
things like structures getting undermined; need community organizations to help with
enforcement
documentation because often by the time DPNR gets to site, damage is done or activity
improve
is over; DPNR wants to have community orientations on each island and is planning to
compliance with
kick those off next FY about what DPNR does and doesn’t do; trying to get process with
green building
heavy equipment operators so they get fined rather than or in addition to homeowners
practices?
and contractors and equipment gets confiscated; issues in enforcing – need to hit
person in pocket – sometimes hard for DPNR to find owners because deeds not filed
 Alexis- Lack of restrictions on steep slope development, leads to DPNR having to allow
projects that are ultimately going to become enforcement issues
 Erin and Leonardo – small footprint, consider what you need in terms of size, keep
natural ventilation and shading, often don’t need expensive systems to do the same
What are some
things, a lot is client input and engaging them on property
examples of
 Winston – sister is LEEDS AP and led design team (US Green Building Assn qualification
Green
for practitioners to achieve certain level in energy efficiency) – promotes green building
Construction
in energy use, building materials, site clearing in responsible way, reuse of waste from
Projects and do
site; project was in states, rainwater collection and reuse, pavers, going for LEEDS silver;
you have any
client enthusiastic initially but as costs went up needed more convincing; more up front
advice?
expenses with this type of project but pays off later, about 25% more expensive than
conventional projects up front


How can we
incorporate the
value of green
building in
appraisals?







Alissa, Appraisal Board Chair – as people start to build more green, costs are higher but
costs do not equal market value, a gentleman just built a LEEDS platinum but appraisal
value is nowhere near because there were no projects to compare to especially because
cost of components may decrease and that will affect value; appraisal board is federally
regulated, audited every 2 yrs, all requirements come from DC, lenders are in control
and don’t care; how do you measure the value of a property and have that translate
into appraisal value.
Erin - need to incorporate long-term maintenance cost reduction due to efficiency of
green materials, better quality of materials
Sharon, Coral Bay – people are buying view, no one wants to remind people of cost of
running some of these houses
Gary – need to move from monetary to resource economy; need to incorporate
penalties in valuation; what’s starting to be left are extremely steep areas; lurching into
future that will require restrictions such as slopes
Alissa – now have appraisal management companies with people going down checklist
and appraisers don’t see lenders any more
Winston – cap and trade idea for resources, especially in appraising house based on
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Topic












Regulatory or
policy issues?




Comments
carbon values/footprint which is a concept accepted worldwide; add category for
consumption to home values
Marlon – coupled with view, do clients ever ask if water is clean?
Alissa – no and broker won’t mention this
Marlon – is there a way to tell people why water is clean and why view is so pretty,
economic valuation study was done in VI that also looked at real estate value, can we
get this incorporated in sales? Can make study available for everyone and possibly have
IGBA post it or link to it.
Alexis - Role of coral reef in our economy, calculate impact of runoff on corals and
impact on economy
Leonardo and Erin – relating with nature, constructing studio and workspace in
Bordeaux, constructing from steel and hardwood, no driveway just carry things up,
keeping footprint very small and doing all work themselves, starting small but planning
for expansion areas for future construction
Bill – education and energy cost will drive this; started designing solar, earth-sheltered,
etc. in 1970s and, as energy costs went up, clients wanted operating costs to go down so
were interested in building green. Then, when costs did go down, people weren’t
interested again. Passive solar doesn’t cost anything; has found that most clients
demand efficiency; one board member is in real estate and is finding clients ask about
energy cost this will begin to drive market and appraisal market
Gary – should have cost per square foot information for buildings, problem with
residential is that it varies with lifestyle
Sharon – WAPA has information on website and is on your bill regarding average energy
costs, would be harder to do cost estimates with rental property
Issue with subdivision roads because contractor/developer builds to size to meet federal
highway standards in order to transfer road to local government rather than make it
smaller which leaves it under homeowners association/property owners
Importance of forest communities for migratory bird species that use them during
migrations in Caribbean, need to market this and not just reefs
Phytosanitary permit trying to minimize pests from Florida; no APHIS station here and it
is essential that we establish facilities including for fumigating entire shipments

Subsequent to the workshop, Alissa Runyon sent a link to a draft document from the Appraisal
Foundation addressing the key issues with, and recommendations for, incorporating of green
design into the valuation process (download available at the following URL:
https://appraisalfoundation.sharefile.com/download.aspx?id=s319e3972cbd4fe7a).

Field Trip
A safari was rented to transport participants to three separate field sites, one in Chocolate
Hole/Pillsbury Bay area and two sites in Peter Bay. The first site, Tim Coyle’s Residence, is an
active construction site where the owner is adding onto an existing home voluntarily applying
green design techniques that go beyond the requirements of USVI building code (Figure 2).
The owner was there and led the discussion; he highlighted the following green design features
of the site:
 Use of plastic grid pavers on the road right of way and in the proposed boat trailer
storage area; he is watering to help establish Bermuda grass;
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 Underground stormwater collection system for reuse of driveway runoff in landscape
irrigation system; currently receiving muddy runoff from un-stabilized area; will want to
clean out prior to hooking up to irrigation system;
 Relocation of plants on the property from construction area to newly constructed
landscaped areas in the front;
 Installation of retaining wall graded to drain back towards property instead of down
cliff-face; silt fence used to trap sediment and rock sloughing during wall construction;
and
 Wastewater system with aeration chamber and chlorination system; includes an alarm
notification system in case of pump failure.
The second site, #1 Peter Bay, is an occupied residence featuring a number of green design
elements (Figure 3). Doug White was the architect for the home and led the field trip. He
covered the following key points:
 Constructed wetland for wastewater treatment; aesthetically pleasing and provides
better treatment than a conventional septic system;
 Green roof over carport;
 Replanting of beach species to enhance impacted vegetative buffer;
 Underground stormwater system collects driveway runoff for reuse in landscaping;
trench drain, drain inlet with screen for organics, and overflow orifice with paved flume
are included; and
 Diversion of stormwater runoff from upper watershed down beach access trail into a
swale and sediment basin.
The third site was in upper Peter Bay and had been cleared within the last three weeks (Figures
4A and 4B). Dave Rosa led the field trip, which focused primarily on erosion and sediment
control, construction sequencing, clearing and loss of valuable topsoil, and understanding the
permitting and enforcement process.
In small groups, participants were asked to brainstorm suggestions for stormwater
management at the site (Table 3).
Next Steps
Workshop follow-up items include:
 Processing of training incentive certificates by IGBA;
 DPNR following up with upper Peter Bay construction site on alternatives to address
stormwater runoff problems on site.
 Review and editing of video footage taken during the training for potential usage by
IGBA in subsequent training or educational messaging.
 HW, NOAA, DPNR and IGBA to continue planning for additional trainings for agency
staff, practioners, and homeowners on St. Thomas and St. Croix.
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Figure 2. Field Trip to Tim Coyle’s Residential Construction Site
©

Newly installed plastic grid pavers (LoneStar )
installed along road right of way to reduce impacts of
vehicle compaction on grass.

The on-site wastewater system includes an aeration
chamber, chlorination, and email-based pump failure
notification alarm.

Individual plants were relocated to planting beds
from areas disturbed by construction activities. Top
soil was saved and reused.

Silt fence used to trap materials from the installation
of the boulder retaining wall. Slopes are pitched back
so runoff flows towards the property.

A trench drain is being installed to convey runoff
from driveway area to underground storage
chambers for reuse in landscape irrigation.

Until the drainage area is stabilized, chemical
flocculants could be used to remove fines before
stormwater is pumped into irrigation lines.
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Figure 3. Field Trip to #1 Peter Bay Residential Property
D. White pointing out design elements of the green roof
over the carport.

Stormwater runoff from driveway is collected via
trench drain and stored in underground tanks for
reuse in irrigation system.
Participants observing the constructed wetland system used to treat wastewater. Traditional septic systems
are no longer allowed in the coastal zone in the USVI.

Diversion berm installed on beach access trail to
direct stormwater into vegetated swale/basin
rather than direct discharge to the beach.
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Table 3. Summary of Stormwater Suggestions at Upper Peter Bay
Topic
Comments
Enforcement
 Suggested DPNR stop job until owners initiate mitigation plan. Measure actual and
/Plan
proposed disturbed area; if over 1-acre, site should have SWPPP.
modification
 Need to get rid of what was old septic tank after pumping.
 Keep cut already made for access rather than cut another driveway and expand boulder
wall near pool for turnaround, use area where excavator goes up as rest of road;
 Should have saved topsoil during excavation; municipal compost/soil topper would be
great to have because right now won’t be able to plant as they eliminated all topsoil and
are at bare rock (will be extremely costly to restore area to grade and vegetate).
Temporary
 Excavate sediment traps or employ other detention device, such as storage tanks, or
management of
dewatering bags, to collect runoff and allow for settling of particulates (Figure 5A/B).
runoff during
Consider using septic tank (cleaned) as a settling chamber for forebay of two-celled
construction
sediment trap at base of construction entrance. Consider terraced detention option
with gabion baskets in flat area below retaining wall where old structure was located;
 Provide stabilized ditch system along construction road to convey runoff non-erosively
to sediment detention areas (Figure 6). Pitch road surface accordingly. Consider
concrete swales or excavating infiltration swale along one-side of entrance road (filling
with riprap);
 If necessary, use waterbars or cross-drains across road surface to outlets where water
can be piped down the slope into detention practices. It may be possible to use gravel
cross-drains that can be driven over.
 Pave the construction road and abandon proposed driveway.
 Need stabilization of entrance, but difficult given grade. Perhaps use geoweb system to
hold gravel, which could function as a construction entrance (Figure 7).
 Include a concrete berm at bottom of entrance to further prevent sediment on road;
daily sweeping/ shoveling where tracking is evident on road
 Stabilize all erodible slopes with geotextile fabric and/or hydroseeding (Figure 8);
Long-term
 Use pervious concrete pavers on road with at least 5 culverts incorporated in it
stormwater
 Use site on hill to make treatment wetlands in terraced area as a permanent postmanagement
construction solution to handle stormwater; could have terraces now but as troughs
with small bridges as crossings, line troughs with rocks, place switchbacks with rock
troughs at each bend with drop boxes for sediment; requires maintenance to clean
sediment
 Gabion baskets and gravel to slow down water and filter stormwater
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Figure 4A. Field Trip to Upper Peter Bay Construction Site
Clearing of
the site and
grading
portion
where
retaining
wall. This will
be back filled
with
stockpile
material.

Steep access
road exposes
erodible soils
with no
measures in
place to
prevent
erosion. This
road is not
intended to
be the main
driveway to
the house.

Lower
portion of
entrance
road is
concrete.
Sediment has
accumulated
on public
roadway at
base and
downhill
from
entrance.
Tracking of
sediment
evident along
road.
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Figure 4B. Field Trip to Upper Peter Bay Construction Site
Plan set submitted to DPNR identified a limit of
disturbance and silt fence location that did not match
field conditions.

Exposed septic tank was found beneath
contractor/worker vehicle parked on access road
near entrance.

Road cut exposes soil profile illustrating narrow layer
of valuable topsoil. No stockpiles of disturbed top soil
were observed onsite for reuse during final
landscaping.
In small groups, workshop participants brainstormed
options for managing stormwater runoff.
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Unconsolidated material pushed down slope without
protective sediment barriers called for on site plan.
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Figure 5A. Examples of sediment traps and dewatering basin.
Example of a sediment trap from Whispering Hills
residential construction site on St. Thomas used to
capture runoff from construction access road.

Small sediment trap at base of steep construction
road in Coral Bay, St. John.

Sediment basin with overflow pipe at construction
site in Coral Bay, St. John.
Example of pipe slope drain to convey runoff down
a steep slope into a sediment trap with rock
reinforced overflow spillway.
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Figure 5B. Potential options for sediment trapping devices and conveyance structures (not all are needed).
Road pitched to inside swales with check
dams and cross-drain to lower, multichambered basin, with dewatering
device.

Upper construction platform and road
pitched to outside diversion berm to pipe
slope drain to gabion-terraced trap with
stabilized overflow.

Road pitched to inside swale with check
dams to small trap. Stabilized rock
overflow to down vegetated slope.
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Figure 6. Examples of road-side conveyance systems.
Rock trench with wooden check dams used to convey
flows. Coral Bay, St. John

Stabilize outflow point from waterbar or crossdrain.

Check dams in roadside ditch to slow velocity and
trap sediment.

Terraced weirs at outlet structure for road drain inlet. Each cell is over 4 ft deep and collects sediment from
runoff, but primarily prevents erosive flows down a steep slope. Coral Bay, St. John
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Figure 7. Example of stabilized construction entrance and Geoweb® application for unpaved roads in St. John.
Ideal construction entrance used to collect sediment from vehicle tires and prevent tracking onto main
road. Coral Bay, St. John

Geoweb installation on unpaved steep road in Coral Bay. This could potentially be used to stabilize the
construction access road at site and/or installed on lower portion of road as a mechanism for holding
gravel in place to reduce tracking of sediment off-site by construction vehicles.

Photos of Geoweb installation at UVI campus on St. Thomas.
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Figure 8. Example of materials that can be used to stabilize slopes.
Synthetic erosion control matting used
to stabilize a channel bottom in Coral
Bay.

Coir fiber erosion control blanket used to stabilize slopes
and exposed soils at the Grandview construction site on St.
Thomas.
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Attachment A:
Workshop Packet Materials
Agenda
Evaluation Form
Participants List
IGBA Flyer
Green Certification Checklist (non-brochure format)
Native Landscaping Handout
DVD Users Guide

Attachment B:
Sign in sheet
Final Participants List
Evaluation Form Summary

Green Construction Training
July 16, 2013
EVALUATION FORM
N=12
1. Please rate your agreement with the following statements. Circle your response.
1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, 5 = strongly agree, NA = does not apply.

I understand the basic principles of green
building design.

1

I have a better understanding of how to
implement green design principles.

1

I know the basic steps for protecting and
creating a “green” landscape.

1

I could evaluate a site to determine if
“green” construction practices are applied.

1

I am likely to join IGBA or use some of
their services or other resources.

2

3

8%

2

3

8%

2

3

8%

4

5

50%

42%

4

5

67%

25%

4

5

67%

25%

NA

4.2

NA
4.0

NA
4.0

2

3

4

5

NA

8%

18%

33%

33%

8%

1

2

3

4

5

NA

8%

8%

25%

50%

8%

2. Strengths and Weaknesses:
Which aspects of the workshop did you consider most beneficial?
 Lectures (2)
 Presentations and tour
 All excellent (3)
 Design and construction (2)
 Field trip (2)
 Group discussion
Which aspects of the workshop did you consider least beneficial?
 Last house at Peter Bay
 Group discussion in the classroom
 Nothing (2)
 permitting
 would like an outline or brief handout; include a list of contacts
 First house on field trip
 Lengthy presentations

AVG

4.0

4.1

3. Did this workshop meet your expectations?  Yes
100%
4. Overall rating of the entire workshop:

Poor
1

No
0%

2

Good
3
8%

4

Excellent
5
92%

5. What future training topics related to Green Building would you recommend:
 Hands-on landscaping (2)
 Sewage treatment planning
 DPNR requirements and Army Corps regulations
 Constructed wetlands
 Runoff natural and manmade
 Structural, finishes, alternative energy
 Composting
 Recycling
 Pass sustainable design strategies
 Site prep and mitigation
Other comments:
 Thanks! excellently managed
 Thank you
 Keep up the good work
 Thank you for lunch
 Very well planned, great speakers and slideshows

AVG
4.8

